Cycle B Year 1/2
All about Me

What are the parts of the
human body and what do they
do? What sort of diet do we
need to be healthy? How do
our senses help us? How do we
see things? What do different
animals eat? What pets do we
have and how do we care for
them? What are our beliefs
and values? Who are our
friends, family and community?

Special Occasions

How do we celebrate life’s
milestones in our families
compared with other societies?
How do we/ other people mark
special, historical or religious
events? What do we need to
prepare when planning a party or
something special. How and why
do we celebrate a significant
past event?

Where we live

What types of homes do we live
in? how are our homes
different? What materials are
used to build our homes?

Changes

Habitats – plants

What are the 4 seasons and
how do they change? How
does day length change? How
do our lives change? How do
we describe the passing of
time? How do our lives
change as the seasons
change?

How do we share the planet?
Which plants will we find in
different habitats? How can
we identify them? How are
they suited to where they
live? What are the different
parts of a plant? How do
plants change as they grow?

Rivers

Romans

Cycle B Year 3/4
Volcanoes
Our Wonderful World

Where are the world’s
volcanoes? How are volcanoes
formed? Why do volcanoes
erupt? What damage do
volcanoes cause? How do
volcanoes help? What is
underneath the earth? How are
rocks formed and changed?

Caves

From early man to nowadays.
How and why was life hard for
early man? How has human
creativity and ingenuity made it
easier? How was life different
for Early Man? What were
homes like? How did tools and
farming develop and what
impact did they have? What
does Cave art reveal about Early
Man?

Feed the World

We are what we eat! Diet
/food around the world
including the work of Oxfam.
Horticulture – growing your
own vegetables. Cooking
healthy, savoury meals.
Seasonality and sources of
vegetables
Food chains, producers,
predators, pray.
Eating a balanced diet.
Looking after our teeth
How much rice? Portion size
for the world’s poor and

Study a local river. Where is
its source? Where does it go
to? What is it used for?
Where is the Amazon River?
What happens in the Water
Cycle? Why does it rain?
Where does the water from
a puddle go?
What will happen to the
wildlife if we don’t look after
the rivers?

How did invasions create
changes to our land and
culture? Look at our family
histories – why do people move
areas or countries? Who were
the great Roman leaders? How
did the Roman empire spread?
When did the Romans invade?
Where and why did they
invade? Who was Boudicca and
why did she resist? What was
Britain like in Roman times?
What do archaeological sites
that are left reveal about

cooking with rice.

Roman Britain? Why did the
Romans leave? Why did the
Roman empire decline and fall?

Cycle B Y5/6
Life on Mars

Where is Earth in the solar
system? How does the world
work? How does the Earth
rotate around the sun? How can
we use the sun to measure time?
How does the moon move in
relation to the Earth? How does
the Earth spin? How does the
Earth rotate?

Ancient Greece

How are films made? How do
cameras work? Who was
Shakespeare? How has theatre
changed over time? How were
masks used to create character,
mood and expression? How are
shadows formed? How do we see
things? How do we create
different shades and tones of
colour?

Save the Rainforests!

How is the diversity of life
affected by changing
habitats? Why are forests
important for the health of
the world and for human life?
Where are different types of
rainforest located? What is
the diversity and classification
of life in the rainforest? How
are forms of life adapted to
suit their environment? How
do young resemble their
parents and how has life
changed over time? What is
deforestation? Why does it
occur and what impact does it
have? What can be done to
protect vulnerable
habitats/resources?

Circle of Life

What are life cycles? How do
life cycles differ? How do
plants and animals
reproduce? Who was Charles
Darwin and what did he
believe?

Year 6: Moving on
Year 5: Shocking Stuff!

How has science impacted on
our lives today? How do we use
electricity safely? How has
electricity changed our lives?

